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Introduction {#sec001}
============

The growing specialization and internalization of the world trade have led to increasing distances between suppliers, producers, and final customers. This development results in the increasing volumes of global transportation operations during the last decade \[[@pone.0185001.ref001],[@pone.0185001.ref002]\]. Logistics service providers or transport operators should apply a combined transportation method to potentially maximize the corresponding transportation service.

The freight transportation services of multimodal transportation involve various transportation modes, such as road, rail, maritime, air, and pipeline. The number of transportation alternatives can be increased by using different transportation modes and by combining them in multimodal transportation chains. Multimodal transportation not only promotes advantages of each transportation mode but also releases their disadvantages.

The increasing volume of freight transportation leads to regional economic development; however, this volume also reveals certain negative effects \[[@pone.0185001.ref003]\]. Freight transportation is widely considered a major contributor to climate change, and global warming is attributed to various pollution emissions. Freight transportation contributes to approximately 5.5% of global greenhouse gas emissions \[[@pone.0185001.ref004]\]. CO~2~ emissions from transportation amount to 93% of the total pollution emissions during logistics service activities, whereas warehousing covers only 7% \[[@pone.0185001.ref005],[@pone.0185001.ref006]\]. Therefore, creating an environmentally sustainable logistics system is important and urgent. Green logistics focuses on improving logistics service efficiency, decreasing logistics cost, and reducing environmental externalities (e.g., CO~2~) to achieve a sustainable balance between economic, environmental, and social objectives \[[@pone.0185001.ref003],[@pone.0185001.ref007],[@pone.0185001.ref008]\]. Logistics network design and vehicle routing are two important methods among the green logistics initiative measures for decreasing CO~2~ emissions \[[@pone.0185001.ref003],[@pone.0185001.ref005],[@pone.0185001.ref009]\]. Aronsson and Brodin demonstrated that logistics efficiency and cost are related to not only the structure of supply chains but also the logistics network design and logistics infrastructure \[[@pone.0185001.ref010]\]. Logistics service network design, as an important component of a global supply chain logistics system, is a strategic issue involving logistics facility planning and combined transportation mode planning. Therefore, designing a multimodal logistics service network with customer service time windows and environmental costs is an important and challenging issue.

Numerous related studies focused on logistics network design and can be classified into the following three aspects in terms of modeling methodology and contexts: supply chain, regional, and green logistics network design.

In terms of the supply chain logistics network design, the related research is summarized as follows:

Elhedhli et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref011]\] presented a large-scale network design model of an automotive company, which considered the outbound supply chain design that considered the choices in transport mode, the location of distribution facilities, and lead time collectively; the researchers subsequently proposed a Lagrangian heuristic algorithm. Huang et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref012]\] developed a mathematical model for the multistage optimization of the supply chain of biofuels, which aims to minimize the cost of the entire supply chain of biofuels considering the technology, resource, and demand constraints. Wang et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref013]\] proposed a multi-objective optimization model for the green supply chain network design, which sets the environmental investment decisions in the design phase. A multi-objective stochastic optimization model suggested by Jindal and Sangwan \[[@pone.0185001.ref014]\] attempted to minimize environmental impacts and traditional costs. Santoso et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref015]\] investigated the large-scale problem of supply chain network design by stochastic programming method. The green supply chain design model developed by Elhedhli and Merrick \[[@pone.0185001.ref016]\] incorporated the cost of carbon emissions, aiming to minimize the environmental cost of CO~2~ emission and logistics.

Compared with the supply chain network design, regional logistics is mainly optimized to configure different logistics nodes to improve logistics efficiency and decrease the total social logistics cost. Kim and Barnhart \[[@pone.0185001.ref017]\] investigated the large-scale problem for service design and presented a model with a time window. Asgari et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref018]\] studied the cooperation and competition in the maritime industry and proposed a game-theoretic network design model that considered three scenarios. A hub location--allocation mathematical model in the intermodal logistics network developed by Ishfaq and Sox \[[@pone.0185001.ref019]\] considered the dynamics of different transport modes through the varied costs during the entire trip. Chang \[[@pone.0185001.ref020]\] identified the international intermodal routing problem as a multi-objective, multimodal, and multi-commodity flow problem, which contains three important characteristics, namely, transportation economies of scale, multiple objectives and demanded delivery times, and scheduled transportation modes. The mathematical programming model presented by Tyan et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref021]\] evaluated the freight consolidation policies in global third party logistics. Wang et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref022]\] investigated an optimization model for a two-echelon logistics distribution network design, which is solved by a hybrid algorithm embedded with particle swarm optimization and genetic algorithm (GA); the researchers found that the proposed approach can be readily implemented to assist the logistics operators in reducing operational costs and improving customer service through a real-world case study. Moreover, Wang et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref023]\] addressed the hierarchical structure of logistics network optimization problem using a fuzzy-based customer clustering approach; the researchers used a case study in Anshun, China for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Wang et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref024]\] recently proposed a new linear optimization model to address the collaborative two-echelon logistics joint distribution network. Their findings showed that their proposed model can be organized through a negotiation process via logistics service providers or participants, which can effectively reduce logistics costs and improve the efficiency of the urban logistics system.

Furthermore, Haghani et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref025]\] addressed a large-scale multi-modal multi-commodity network problem with a time window for disaster relief operations. Mohammadi et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref026]\] investigated a hub location problem from the multimodal hazardous materials and proposed a mixed integer programming formulation. Jansen et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref027]\] described an operational planning system, namely, Planungund Optimierung Program. Bock \[[@pone.0185001.ref028]\] addressed integrated multiple transshipments, and the multimodal transportation was used for a freight transportation network. Alumur et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref029]\] explored a multimodal hub location and a hub network design problem considering the multicriteria feature of hub location problems. Moccia et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref030]\] addressed the multimodal transportation problem with several features and developed a column generation algorithm.

The traditional logistics network design model mainly focuses on total cost or operator efficiency and only slightly considers external environmental costs. By contrast, the green logistics network design model concentrates on improving logistics service efficiency, decreasing corresponding logistics costs, and reducing externalities while achieving a sustainable balance among economic, environmental, and social objectives \[[@pone.0185001.ref010],[@pone.0185001.ref011],[@pone.0185001.ref013],[@pone.0185001.ref031]\].

Relevant research on green network design problem has received considerable attention from researchers in recent years. Harris et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref032]\] assessed the effect of the traditional cost optimization approach to strategic modeling on overall logistics costs and CO~2~ emissions by considering the supply chain structure and different freight vehicle utilization ratios. Yang et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref033]\] presented a bilinear mixed integer programming model, which considers the network conformation, low carbon resource deployment, and cost from carbon tax. Furthermore, Wang et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref034]\] analyzed the ecoefficiency of the logistics network integration models in the closed-loop supply chain below low carbon restriction, which aims to minimize waste generation, energy consumption, and economic costs in the location selection and flow configuration using a multi-objective mixed linear program. He and Luo \[[@pone.0185001.ref035]\] formulated the logistics network design problem using queuing theory and interval number under low-carbon constraints and uncertainty conditions, aiming to minimize carbon emissions and total costs. Shaw et al. \[[@pone.0185001.ref036]\] studied a green supply chain network design model presented by chance-constrained programming given the uncertainties of the capacities of suppliers, factories, and storehouses and the demands of customers.

To the best of our knowledge, existing related studies integrating the time window requirements of customers and carbon emission costs for multimodal logistics network design remain scarce. The present work aims to fill this gap by focusing on the multimodal logistics service network design considering transport time, transfer time, carbon emission, and time window demanded by customers.

The current work addressed an optimal multimodal logistics service network designed to minimize the system total costs of transportation, transfer, and carbon emission. The following two issues require solutions: (1) determining optimal transportation model between any two adjoining cities and (2) optimal transfer cities investing to improve the corresponding transfer capacities in the entire logistics service networks.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First, the current work proposes an optimal model that incorporates CO~2~ emission costs to determine the optimal transfer nodes and transportation modes, which considers transport time, transfer time, carbon emission, and logistics service time window constraints. Second, GA and heuristic algorithm are proposed to solve the above optimal model. Finally, the effects of the logistics service time windows and CO~2~ emission taxes on the optimal solution are also investigated. Subsequently, several important management insights are obtained.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the constituents of the model. Moreover, Section 3 introduces the model formulation and analyzes the solution algorithm. Section 4 provides a numerical example to exemplify the applications of the model, followed by analysis and discussions. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions and recommendations for further studies.

Problem description {#sec002}
===================

In [Fig 1](#pone.0185001.g001){ref-type="fig"}, a logistics company sends a shipment of goods from origin place (O) to destination place (D) via intermediary cities during the entire trip. A cost- and time-efficient logistics service network is urgent for each logistics service carrier to satisfy the transport tasks over a large area in the time window demanded by customers with minimum costs.

![Original transportation map.](pone.0185001.g001){#pone.0185001.g001}

Owing to the rapid development of transport technology and the standardization of transportation, the multimodal transportation can be used in the logistics service network design. In [Fig 2](#pone.0185001.g002){ref-type="fig"}, several alternative transport modes (e.g., highway, railway, and waterway) are available between any two adjoining cities called a city pair. The transport time, transport capacity, transport cost, and carbon emission differ with the transport mode selected for the same city pair. The total transport time of arrival at the destination city cannot exceed the predetermined logistics service time window (the earliest and latest times) by customers. A mode transfer may exist for every transfer city node in the service network, and different transfer times and costs are incurred by the transfer between different transport modes. Moreover, the transfer activities should meet the corresponding transfer feasibility for two transport tools. Thus, selecting the optimal transfer nodes to invest in is necessary to improve the capacity of logistics service network. We aim to select the optimal transport mode combinations and invest in transfer nodes to obtain minimal total costs to deliver goods from their origins to their destinations under the permitting time and capacity constraints.

![Multimodal logistics service routes.](pone.0185001.g002){#pone.0185001.g002}

Model formulation {#sec003}
=================

Assumptions {#sec004}
-----------

The following basic assumptions are adopted in this work to facilitate the presentation of essential ideas without losing generality:

A1. Only one mode is selected from the alternative transport modes between two adjacent nodes.

A2. The transfer among different transport modes only occur in each transfer node among the logistics service network. Moreover, only one transfer is allowed in each transfer node.

A3. The same transport mode among different nodes demonstrates the same speed.

A4. The transport costs are linear in distance and size of shipment.

Notations {#sec005}
---------

10.1371/journal.pone.0185001.t001
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  ----------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Sets**                      
  *A*                           set of links in the network
  *N*                           set of nodes in the network
  *M*                           set of transport modes between the two adjacent cities
  *N*\' = {*N*/*D*}             set of nodes, except the destination node in the network
  *T* = {N/*O*,*D*}             set of transfer nodes in the network
  **Parameters**                
  \[*t*~1~,*t*~*2*~\]           permitting logistics service time window; *t*~1~ and *t*~2~ represent the earliest and latest times of arrival at the destination city, respectively
  $c_{i,i + 1}^{m}$             transport cost from city *i* to *i*+1 by transport mode *m*
  $f_{i}^{m,l}$                 transfer cost from modes *m* to *l* at city *i*
  $e_{i,i + 1}^{m}$             unit CO~2~ emission from city *i* to *i*+1 by transport mode *m*
  $e_{i}^{m,l}$                 unit CO~2~ emission of transfer from transport mode *m* to *l* at the transfer node i
  $u_{i,i + 1}^{m}$             the capacity of transport mode *m* from city *i* to *i*+1
  *v*^*m*^                      average speed by transport mode *m*
  $t_{i,i + 1}^{m}$             transport time from city *i* to *i*+1 by mode *m*
  $t_{i}^{m,l}$                 transfer time from modes *m* to *l* at city *i*
  *K*~*i*~                      the fixed investment cost of transfer node at city *i*
  Q                             shipment of goods from cities *i* to *i*+1
  *w*                           actual total logistics service time from O to D
  *M*                           an infinitely large penalty factor
  $d_{i,i + 1}^{m}$             transport distance from cities *i* to *i*+1 by mode *m*
  *E*                           total CO~2~ emissions during the entire logistics service chain
  *λ*                           emission taxes per unit CO~2~ emission
  $\mu_{i}^{ml}$                indication variable of transfer feasibility after investment of transfer nodes. The value is 1 if the transfer conditions are permitted at city I; otherwise, 0
  ${\overline{\mu}}_{i}^{ml}$   the original value of the transfer feasibility before investing a transfer node to improve its transfer capacity
  **Decision variables**        
  $x_{i,i + 1}^{m}$             0--1 variable equals 1 if goods are shipped by mode *m* from cities *i* to *i*+1; otherwise, to 0
  $y_{i}^{m,l}$                 0--1 variable equals 1 if goods are transferred from modes *m* to *l* at city *i*; otherwise, to 0
  *z*~*i*~                      0--1 variable equals 1 if the investment is for transfer capacity over city node *i*; otherwise, equals 0
  ----------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The optimal model of the multimodal logistics service network can be described as follows: $$\begin{array}{l}
{\min Z = {\sum\limits_{i \in N/D}{\sum\limits_{m \in M}{c_{i,i + 1}^{m}d_{i,i + 1}^{m}x_{i,i + 1}^{m}Q}}} + {\sum\limits_{i \in T}{\sum\limits_{m \in M}{\sum\limits_{l \in M}{f_{i}^{m,l}y_{i}^{m,l}Q +}}}}{\sum\limits_{i \in T}{K_{i}Z_{i}}} +} \\
{\lambda\left( {\sum\limits_{i \in N/D}{\sum\limits_{m \in M}{e_{i,i + 1}^{m}d_{i,i + 1}^{m}x_{i,i + 1}^{m}Q}}} + {\sum\limits_{i \in T}{\sum\limits_{m \in M}{\sum\limits_{l \in M}{e_{i}^{m,l}y_{i}^{m,l}Q}}}}) \right.} \\
\end{array},$$ subject to $${t_{i,i + 1}^{m} = d_{i,i + 1}^{m}/v^{m},\forall i \in T,m \in M},$$ $${{\sum\limits_{i \in N/D}{\sum\limits_{m \in M}{t_{i,i + 1}^{m}x_{i,i + 1}^{m}}}} + {\sum\limits_{i \in T}{\sum\limits_{l \in M}{\sum\limits_{m \in M}{y_{i}^{m,l}t_{i}^{m,l}}}}} = w},$$ $${{\sum\limits_{m \in M}{x_{i,i + 1}^{m} = 1}}\mspace{9mu}\forall i \in T},$$ $${{\sum\limits_{m \in M}{{\sum\limits_{l \in M}y_{i}^{ml}} = 1}}\mspace{9mu}\forall i \in T},$$ $${x_{i - 1,i}^{m} + x_{i,i + 1}^{l} \geq 2y_{i}^{m,l}\quad(\forall i \in T)},$$ $${x_{i,i + 1}^{m}Q \leq u_{i,i + 1}^{m},\forall i \in T,m \in M},$$ $${t_{1} \leq w \leq t_{2}},$$ $${y_{i}^{m,l} \leq \mu_{i}^{m,l},\forall i \in T,m,l \in M},$$ $$\mu_{i}^{m,l} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{1\quad{if}\quad Z_{i} = 1,\forall i \in T,m,l \in M} \\
{{\overline{\mu}}_{i}^{m,l}\quad{if}\quad Z_{i} = 0,\forall i \in T,m,l \in M} \\
\end{array} \right.$$ $${x_{i,i + 1}^{m}{\in \left\{ 0,1 \right\}}\quad(\forall i \in N,m \in M)},$$ $${y_{i}^{ml} \in \left\{ 0,1 \right\}\quad(\forall i \in T,m \in M,l \in M)}.$$

The objective function (Eq ([1](#pone.0185001.e013){ref-type="disp-formula"})) minimizes the total costs, which include five parts, namely, the cost of carbon emissions, transport costs, transfer costs, fixed costs of transfer nodes, and penalty cost of transfer).

Constraint (2) indicates the corresponding transport time between two adjacent cities. Constraint (3) implies the total time equals the transport time plus the transfer time. Constraint (4) specifies that only one mode is selected to transport goods between two adjacent cities. Constraint (5) indicates that the transfer can only occur in each transfer city. Constraint (6) ensures the feasibility of transit transport via transfer node *i*. Constraint (7) ensures that the capacity of transport model m between city *i* and *i*+1 does not exceed. Constraint (8) states that the total logistics service time during the entire trip should meet the requirement of logistics service time windows. Constraint (9) states that the transfer transport should meet the corresponding feasibility at each transfer node. Constraint (10) implies that the value of transfer indication variable is 1; otherwise, the value of the transfer indication variable equals its original value. Constraints (11) and (12) define the decision variables as binary.

According to \[[@pone.0185001.ref031],[@pone.0185001.ref037],[@pone.0185001.ref038]\], the total CO~2~ emission of a logistics service path includes two parts, i.e., the CO~2~ emissions of haul transportation and transfer nodes. The CO~2~ emission of haul transportation is related with transport mode, load, and distance. The total CO~2~ emission (*E*^1^) of transport mode *m* carrying a load of Q (in tons) at a distance of *d* (in km) is calculated as expressed follows: $$E^{1} = e^{m}*d*Q$$ where *e*^*m*^ is the average CO~2~ emission factor of transport mode *m* (g/ton-km). However, the CO~2~ emissions of transfer nodes are generally finished by a truck at the transfer yard, thereby maintaining minimal changes among different types of transfer (e.g., railway--road, railway--air, and railway--waterway). The transfer CO~2~ emission (*E*^2^) incurred at certain transfer nodes can be calculated as follows. $$E^{2} = e_{}^{m,l}*Q$$ where *e*^*m*,*l*^ is the unit CO~2~ emission factor transfer from transport mode *m* to *l*, and *Q* is the total shipment of transfer. We can use a parameter of CO~2~ emission taxes to convert CO~2~ emissions into monetary units.

Solution algorithm {#sec006}
------------------

### Algorithm1--GA {#sec007}

John Holland introduced a GA, which is a stochastic algorithm categorized in the class of general purpose search methods that simulate natural elution system processes \[[@pone.0185001.ref039]--[@pone.0185001.ref041]\]. GAs combine directed and stochastic search methods and can achieve a favorable balance between exploration and exploitation of the search space. The advantages of using GA techniques in solving numerous optimization problems are their robustness, search flexibility, and evolutionary nature \[[@pone.0185001.ref042]\]. Therefore, the present work addresses the abovementioned optimal model through the GA. The GA process is described as follows:

**Step 1**. **Initialization**

\(1\) Set the GA parameters: population size (*Pop*), crossover probability (*Pc*), and mutation probability (*Pm*).

\(2\) Set a stopping criterion, i.e., a predefined number of generations (*Maxgen*).

\(3\) Set iteration counter n = 0, and create the initial population *pop*~*n*~ = $\left\{ R_{k}^{n}\left| \left. k = 1,2,3,\cdots,p \right\} \right. \right.$, in which *p* is the population size, and individual $R_{k}^{n}$ is the *k*th decision scheme in the *n*th generation, i.e., $R_{k}^{n} = \left\{ X_{k}^{n},Y_{k}^{n}) \right.$ is the decision vector, with $X_{k}^{n}$ representing the selected transfer city nodes to invest in and $Y_{k}^{n}$ representing the different transport modes, such as railway, highway, and waterway, between two adjacent nodes.

**Step 2**. **Calculation of the fitness value**

Compute the total cost of the multimodal logistics service network value ${(Z)}_{k}^{n}$ on the basis of Eq ([14](#pone.0185001.e026){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Let $fit_{k}^{n} = 1/{(Z)}_{k}^{n}$. For each $R_{k}^{n}$ of *pop*~*n*~, calculate the fitness value $fit_{k}^{n}$ on the basis of ${(Z)}_{k}^{n}$.

**Step 3**. **Sorting**

Sort the individual $R_{k}^{n}$ of the population *pop*~*n*~ in descending order according to the value fitness $fit_{k}^{n}$.

**Step 4**. **Selection process**

The selection process involves spinning the roulette wheel *pop_size* times each time a single chromosome is selected for a new population, as follows:

\(1\) Calculate the evaluation function.

We can adopt the rank-based evaluation function as follows:

*Eval*(*Vi*) = *a*(1−*a*)*i*−1, ∀*i* = 1,2,3,⋯,*pop*\_*size*.*a* = 0.05 *i* = 1 denotes the best individual, whereas *i* = *pop*\_*size* refers to the worst individual, and $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{pop\_ size}{Eval(V_{i}) = 1}$.

\(2\) Calculate the cumulative probability *Cum*(*i*) for each chromosome *V*~*i*~, i.e., *Cum*(0) = 0, $Cum(i) = {\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{i}{Eval(V_{j})}},$ ∀*i* = 1,2,3,⋯,*pop*\_*size*.

\(3\) Generate a random real number *r* in (0,*Cum*\[*pop*\_*size*\]).

\(4\) Select the *i*th chromosome *V*~*i*~(1 ≤ *i* ≤ *pop*\_*size*); thus, *Cum*(*i*−1) \< r ≤ *Cum*(*i*).

\(5\) Repeat Steps (2)--(4) *pop_size* times to obtain the *pop_size* copies of chromosomes.

In this process, the best chromosomes are duplicated several times, the average chromosomes are retained, and the worst chromosomes are terminated.

**Step 5**. **Implementation of crossover and mutation**

Implement crossover and mutation operations to obtain a new population *pop*~*n*~, and set *n* = *n* + 1. Detailed descriptions of the crossover and mutation operations are presented in Sections 3.3.4.and 3.3.5.

**Step 6**. **Implementation of a termination check for the loop operation**

If (*n*\<*Maxgen*), then stop the calculation; otherwise, proceed to Step 2.

**Step 7**. **Production of the final optimal solution**

The flowchart of the above algorithm is depicted in [Fig 3](#pone.0185001.g003){ref-type="fig"}.

![Flowchart of GA.](pone.0185001.g003){#pone.0185001.g003}

### Key element design of GA {#sec008}

The performance of a hybrid GA algorithm is largely influenced by the design of genetic operators and the value of the parameters. In this section, we explain the following three key elements of the GA used in this work: coding, crossover, and mutation calculations.

### Coding method {#sec009}

The individual chromosome in the GA is composed of two parts ([Fig 4](#pone.0185001.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Chromosome of the GA.](pone.0185001.g004){#pone.0185001.g004}

Part 1 represents the selection of the candidate transfer nodes to improve the transfer capacity, i.e., a value of 1 equates to the condition in which the candidate transfer node is selected to invest; otherwise, the value is 0. In Part 2, the values of 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent the air, railway, highway, and waterway over the logistics service path, respectively.

### Crossover method {#sec010}

First, we generate a random real number *r* in \[0, 1\]. Second, we select the given chromosome for a crossover operation if *r* ≤ *P*~*c*~. We repeat this operation *pop_size* times and produce *P*~*c*~∙*Pop*\_*size* parents on average.

In the present work, we implement a crossover operation for the two parts of the chromosome. The two-point crossover method is adopted for Parts 1 and 2. We provide a simple example consisting of six candidate transfer city nodes and seven city pairs over the entire logistics service path ([Fig 5](#pone.0185001.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Representation of the crossover operation.](pone.0185001.g005){#pone.0185001.g005}

### Mutation method {#sec011}

We perform the mutation on the set of offsprings produced by the crossover operations. We select the given chromosome for mutation if *r* \< *P*~*m*~ by generating a random real number *r* in \[0, 1\]. Let a parent *V*, denoted as a vector **V** = (**X**,**Y**), for mutation be selected.

For the first part (i.e., vector X), the two-point mutation method is adopted. In this method, the genome bits of the middle segments (between Positions 1 and 2) are inverted (i.e., if the genome bit is 1, then it is changed to 0 and vice versa), as presented in [Fig 6(A)](#pone.0185001.g006){ref-type="fig"}.

![Representation of the mutation operation.](pone.0185001.g006){#pone.0185001.g006}

For the second part (i.e., vector Y), the mutation operator is described, as illustrated in [Fig 6(B)](#pone.0185001.g006){ref-type="fig"}. According to the mutation probability (*Pm*), minimal chromosomes are mutated from 3 to 1, 2, or 4.

### Algorithm 2 --heuristic algorithm {#sec012}

The heuristic algorithm establishes the following main idea: first, the shortest path is searched, except the total service time restriction based on the virtual network. Then, the algorithm attempts to adjust the alternative transport tool from the last city pair to the first city pair to meet the total service time limitation. The detail of the heuristic algorithm is depicted as follows.

Each link represents a transport mode for a given logistics service network from O to D via (K+1) city nodes ([Fig 7](#pone.0185001.g007){ref-type="fig"}), which can extend to a virtual logistics network ([Fig 8](#pone.0185001.g008){ref-type="fig"}).

![Original logistics service network.](pone.0185001.g007){#pone.0185001.g007}

![Virtual logistics service network.](pone.0185001.g008){#pone.0185001.g008}

The notation used in the algorithm is listed as follows:

Dist\[*i*\] is the shortest cost path from node *O* to node *i*.

Time\[*i*\] is the total time from node O to node *i*.

*W* is the actual total time of arrival at the destination city.

*t*~1~ and *t*~2~ represent the earliest and latest times of arrival at node D respectively.

Cost\[*i*\]\[*j*\] is the cost between nodes *i* and *j*. If the transfer condition is unavailable, then cost\[*i*\]\[*j*\] will be infinite.

*V*~*0*~ is the set of initial nodes; the virtual node set *V* = {*O*,1,2,3,⋯,(8\**k*+1),⋯,(8\**k*+8),*D*}; *S* is the set of labeled nodes; $\overline{S}$ is the set of unlabeled modes.

$S,\overline{S} \subset V$, and $S \cup \overline{S} = V$.

Path\[*i*\] = *k* indicates that the previous node of node *i* is node *k* along the shortest path from node *O* to node *i*. If no shortest path exists from node O to node *i*, then path\[*i*\] = infinite.

Label\[*i*\] = {0,1} implies whether the shortest path from node O to node *i* is found. If the label\[*i*\] is equal to l, then the shortest path from node *O* to node *i* is found; otherwise, 0.

Mode\[*i*\] represents the transport tool at the city pair *i*.

$\Delta T_{i}^{kl}$ is the time savings of changing the transport tool from tool *k* to tool *l* at city *i*.

$\Delta F_{i}^{kl}$ is the extra cost of changing the transport tool from tool *k* to tool *l* at city *i*, which involves the changes in transport costs because of the switch in the transport mode and investment cost to meet the feasibility of transferring the different transport tools at city *i*.

*Max*(*i*,*k*,*l*\*) indicates that the transport tool *l* is the optimal tool among all available transport tools transferred from tool *k* at city *i*.

The outline of the algorithm is described as follows:

***Step 1*.** Initialization: *S* ← {O}; path\[0\] ← 0; label\[0\] = 1; $\left. \overline{S}\leftarrow V - S \right.$; dist\[*i*\] ← cost\[0\]\[*i*\]; label\[*i*\] = 0; path\[*i*\] = ∞; ∀*i* ∈ *S*.

***Step 2*.** If label\[*D*\] = 1, then proceed to Step 6; otherwise, continue to Step 3.

***Step 3*.** Select min{dist\[*j*\]} and dist\[*k*\] = min{dist\[*j*\]}, where *i* ∈ *S*, $j \in \overline{S}$, and *q* ≤ *f*~*ij*~. Change $S,\overline{S}$ and $\left. {label}\lbrack k\rbrack:\overline{S}\leftarrow\overline{S} - \left\{ k \right\},S\leftarrow S \cup \left\{ k \right\},{label}\lbrack k\rbrack = 1 \right.$.

***Step 4*.** Dist\[*j*\]←min{dist\[*i*\]\[*j*\],dist\[i\]\[*k*\] + cost\[*k*\]\[*j*\]}, $\left. {path}\lbrack j\rbrack\leftarrow k,\forall i \in S,j \in \overline{S} \right.$; return to Step 2.

***Step 5*.** Output the shortest path list from node *O* to node *D*, and calculate the total transport time along the shortest path. Time *D* is the total time from node *O* to node *D*.

***Step 6*.** The transport tool at each city pair is obtained easily according to the shortest path found. Place the value into the array element mode\[*i*\] (*i* = 1,2,3......). Calculate the total transport time and cost: Total_time (*w*) = the total time used during the entire trip, including the transfer time; Total_cost (*Z*) = the total cost used during the entire trip, including transport, transfer, CO~2~ emission, and investment costs.

***Step 7***. If *t*~1~ ≤ *w* ≤ *t*~2~, then proceed to Step 9; otherwise, continue to Step 8.

***Step 8*.** *i* ← *n* + 1; *k* ← mode\[*i*\]; $\max\{ i,k,l^{*}\} = \max\limits_{l \in J}\{\frac{\Delta T_{i}^{kl}}{\Delta F_{i}^{kl}}\}$; w = w−$\Delta T_{i}^{kl}$; and Z = Z + $\Delta F_{i}^{kl}$, *i* ← *i* + 1; return to Step 2.

***Step 9*.** Output the final result, including the total time, total cost, and transport tool selected in each city pair and the investment decision at each transfer city.

In summary, the above algorithm is implemented in two stages. The first stage is to find the shortest path with no time restriction, and the second stage is to adjust time by changing transport modes to meet the time restriction using a heuristic method.

Numerical example {#sec013}
=================

Input data and solution {#sec014}
-----------------------

In the following subsection, a numerical example is used to illustrate the applications of the proposed model and solution algorithm. An example of the multimodal logistics service network is depicted in [Fig 9](#pone.0185001.g009){ref-type="fig"}. Four transport modes, namely, airway, highway, railway, and waterway, are available between each city pair in this example. The total weight of the logistics demand *Q* is assumed to be 20 tons. The time window of arrival at the end destination is set to \[40, 50\]. The carbon taxes are assumed to be \$0.12/kg. Other parameters are displayed in Tables [1](#pone.0185001.t002){ref-type="table"}--[5](#pone.0185001.t006){ref-type="table"}. In the following analysis, unless specifically stated otherwise, these input data are considered as the base case.

![Multimodal logistics service network.](pone.0185001.g009){#pone.0185001.g009}

In [Fig 10](#pone.0185001.g010){ref-type="fig"}, several virtual nodes and links are added in the network to express the different transport modes between each node pair.

![Multimodal logistics service network with added virtual nodes and links.](pone.0185001.g010){#pone.0185001.g010}

10.1371/journal.pone.0185001.t002

###### Distance among city pairs (km).

![](pone.0185001.t002){#pone.0185001.t002g}

  City pair   (1, 2)   (2, 3)   (3, 4)   (4, 5)   (5, 6)   (6, 7)
  ----------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
  Distance    500      1200     1300     1500     900      800

10.1371/journal.pone.0185001.t003

###### Transport parameters of different transport modes.

![](pone.0185001.t003){#pone.0185001.t003g}

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Transport mode   Unit transport cost\   Unit carbon emission factor\   Transport speed\
                   (\$/t.km)              (kg/t.km)                      (km/h)
  ---------------- ---------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------
  Airway           1.20                   0.861                          800

  Highway          0.20                   0.283                          80

  Railway          0.09                   0.022                          60

  Waterway         0.06                   0.016                          30
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(Source: Data adapted from references \[[@pone.0185001.ref031],[@pone.0185001.ref037]\])

10.1371/journal.pone.0185001.t004

###### Transfer cost (\$/t) and time (h) among different transport modes.

![](pone.0185001.t004){#pone.0185001.t004g}

             Airway    Highway   Railway   Waterway
  ---------- --------- --------- --------- ----------
  Airway     0.0/0.0   1.2/1.5   1.3/2.0   1.5/3.0
  Highway    1.2/1.5   0.0/0.0   0.8/1.0   1.0/1.2
  Railway    1.3/2.0   0.8/1.0   0.0/0.0   0.6/1.8
  Waterway   1.5/3.0   1.0/1.2   0.6/1.8   0.0/0.0

(Source: Data adapted from references \[[@pone.0185001.ref006],[@pone.0185001.ref031]\])

10.1371/journal.pone.0185001.t005

###### Transfer carbon emissions (kg/t) among different transport modes.

![](pone.0185001.t005){#pone.0185001.t005g}

             Airway   Highway   Railway   Waterway
  ---------- -------- --------- --------- ----------
  Airway     0.00     5.36      6.25      7.62
  Highway    5.36     0.00      3.24      4.28
  Railway    6.25     3.24      0.00      4.23
  Waterway   7.62     4.28      4.23      0.00

10.1371/journal.pone.0185001.t006

###### Transport capacity of different transport modes among city pairs (tons).

![](pone.0185001.t006){#pone.0185001.t006g}

  City pair   (1,2)   (2,3)   (3,4)   (4,5)   (5,6)   (6,7)
  ----------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  Airway      30      0       0       30      30      0
  Highway     120     100     20      150     120     100
  Railway     30      30      50      30      30      30
  Waterway    200     0       300     0       200     300

The proposed solution algorithm is coded in Microsoft Visual C++ 6, which runs on a Lenovo ThinkPad T450 laptop with Intel Core i7 CPU and 8G RAM. The number of generations (i.e., stopping criterion) is set to 150. The optimal GA parameter crossover (Pc) and mutation rates (Pm) obtained are 0.7 and 0.1, respectively, after 20 runs. The iterative process of the GA for the reference case consumes approximately 1.96 s of CPU time. The final transport mode is 3-1-1-1-1-4. The total cost is \$131732, and the CO~2~ emission is 85131.4 kg.

Analysis and discussion {#sec015}
-----------------------

First, CO~2~ emission cost shows the effects on logistics service network design and their corresponding total costs and CO~2~ emissions. In [Table 6](#pone.0185001.t007){ref-type="table"}, the optimal transport mode combinations and investment schemes differ from those without CO~2~ taxes in terms of CO~2~ emission cost. For example, the optimal transport mode combinations with CO~2~ emission tax charging are 2-1-1-1-1-3, which differ from those without CO~2~ taxes (i.e., the final transport combinations are 2-1-1-1-1-2) in terms of the service time window of \[20, 30\]. Moreover, the total costs are higher with CO~2~ emission charging than without CO~2~ emission charging, but the total CO~2~ emissions become less under the same service time windows. This finding indicates that transport mode combinations result in the low carbon combinations when we consider the carbon tax charging scheme.

10.1371/journal.pone.0185001.t007

###### Different kinds of cost under different time windows with or without carbon tax charging.

![](pone.0185001.t007){#pone.0185001.t007g}

  Time window      CO~2~ emission tax charging   Transport mode choice   Investment selection   Total cost (\$)   CO~2~ emissions (kg)
  ---------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------- ---------------------- ----------------- ----------------------
  **\[20, 30\]**   NO                            2-1-1-1-1-2             2,6                    124848            91950
  YES              2-1-1-1-1-3                   2,6                     133625                 87792             
  **\[30, 40\]**   NO                            4-1-1-1-1-2             2,6                    123454            89326
  YES              3-1-1-1-1-3                   2,6                     132216                 85200             
  **\[40, 50\]**   NO                            2-1-1-1-1-4             2,6                    122614            87724
  YES              3-1-1-1-1-4                   2,6                     131732                 85131             
  **\[50, 60\]**   NO                            2-1-1-1-2-4             2,5,6                  104628            77360
  YES              4-1-1-1-3-3                   2,5                     110124                 70065             
  **\[60, 70\]**   NO                            4-1-1-1-2-4             2,5,6                  104234            74735
  YES              2-3-1-1-1-4                   2,3,6                   105112                 67670             
  **\[70, 80\]**   NO                            2-1-1-1-4-4             2,5                    102094            72514
  YES              4-3-1-1-1-4                   2,3,6                   103390                 65020             

Next, we examine the effects of different service time windows on the optimal logistics service network design. In [Table 7](#pone.0185001.t008){ref-type="table"}, the total costs and CO~2~ emissions decrease with the increase in the value of time service window interval. Specifically, the total cost and CO~2~ emissions decrease from \$133625 and 87792 kg, respectively, under the time windows \[20, 30\] to \$103390 and 65020 kg, correspondingly, under the time windows \[70, 80\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0185001.t008

###### The optimal solutions of different service time windows.

![](pone.0185001.t008){#pone.0185001.t008g}

  Time window      Transport mode   investment selection   Total cost(\$)   CO~2~ emission (kg)   Investment cost (\$)
  ---------------- ---------------- ---------------------- ---------------- --------------------- ----------------------
  **\[20, 30\]**   2-1-1-1-1-3      2,6                    133625           87792                 2000
  **\[30, 40\]**   3-1-1-1-1-3      2,6                    132216           85200                 2000
  **\[40, 50\]**   3-1-1-1-1-4      2,6                    131732           85131                 2000
  **\[50, 60\]**   4-1-1-1-3-3      2,5                    110124           70065                 2000
  **\[60, 70\]**   2-3-1-1-1-4      2,3,6                  105112           67670                 3000
  **\[70, 80\]**   4-3-1-1-1-4      2,3,6                  103390           65020                 3000

Furthermore, we address the effects of the different values of CO~2~ emission taxes charging. The change curve of the total carbon emissions under different carbon taxes is displayed in [Fig 11](#pone.0185001.g011){ref-type="fig"}. For a given logistics service time window, the total CO~2~ emission decreases with the increase in the value of CO~2~ emission tax, which reaches a minimal fixed value. This finding denotes that the saving of the total CO~2~ emissions remains unchanged with the increase in the CO~2~ emission tax charging. For example, the largest saving of CO~2~ emission is approximately 22.86% under the time window \[40, 50\].

![Carbon emissions under different carbon taxes of different time windows.](pone.0185001.g011){#pone.0185001.g011}

Finally, we compared the saving of the total CO~2~ emissions under different time windows. In [Fig 12](#pone.0185001.g012){ref-type="fig"}, the saving percentage of carbon emissions is approximately 4.52% when the time window is set to \[[@pone.0185001.ref020], [@pone.0185001.ref030]\]. The saving percentage of carbon emissions changed to 13.31% when the time window is changed to \[[@pone.0185001.ref030], [@pone.0185001.ref040]\]. Furthermore, the corresponding saving percentages changed to 39.88% and 41.54% when the time windows are changed to \[60, 70\] and \[70, 80\], respectively. In [Fig 12](#pone.0185001.g012){ref-type="fig"}, the saving percentage of carbon emissions increased gradually with the increase in the value of service time windows. This result indicates that the transport mode combinations can be switched to an improved green combination with the increase in the value of logistics service time windows.

![Saving of the total CO~2~ emissions under different time windows.](pone.0185001.g012){#pone.0185001.g012}

Algorithm comparisons {#sec016}
---------------------

We present the results of our computational experiments to test the performance of the proposed GA and the heuristic algorithm. We generate six instances test data to validate the proposed algorithm considering the absence of publicly available instances for our research problem. The first instance input parameters are shown as Tables [1](#pone.0185001.t002){ref-type="table"}--[5](#pone.0185001.t006){ref-type="table"}. And the detail of input parameters of other five test instances is shown in the Appendixes A-E in [S1 File](#pone.0185001.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Each algorithm was executed 20 times, and the best solution was selected as the optimal logistics service network design results for each approach. The comparisons of the performance of the algorithm are presented in [Table 8](#pone.0185001.t009){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0185001.t009

###### Comparison of solutions between the GA, CPLEX 12.6, and heuristic algorithm.

![](pone.0185001.t009){#pone.0185001.t009g}

  Instances No.   \|M\|×\|N\|   CPLEX 12.6   Heuristic algorithm   GA                             
  --------------- ------------- ------------ --------------------- -------- ----------- --------- -----------
  1               6×4           3.65         131732.28             1.50     131732.28   1.96      131732.28
  2               10×4          23.21        153732.70             3.25     153732.70   8.98      153732.70
  3               15×4          581.12       256968.70             45.23    258978.20   95.32     256968.70
  4               20×4          2018.56      345616.20             125.12   346328.80   587.23    345977.30
  5               25×4          \-           N/A                   368.32   477983.56   1983.65   476136.45
  6               30×4          \-           N/A                   783.17   568108.32   3208.17   562652.17

(Note: \|M\| and \|N\| represent the number of city pairs and transport modes, respectively)

[Table 8](#pone.0185001.t009){ref-type="table"} displays the following findings. The GA can obtain better optimization solutions than the heuristic algorithm, whereas the search for the optimal solutions requires more CPU time through the GA than through the heuristic algorithm. With increase of the size of the multimodal logistics service network design problem, the CPLEX solver cannot find the optimal solution because the computational complexity grows exponentially for the exact method in the large-scale multimodal logistics service network design with many transfer nodes. However, the computational times required by GA are acceptable. Thus, the GA algorithm is effective and efficient for extensive multimodal logistics service network design problems.

Conclusions {#sec017}
===========

In this work, we proposed a new optimal model of a multimodal logistics service network design considering transport time, transfer time, and external CO~2~ emission costs. Based on the characteristics of the optimization model, two related algorithms, namely, GA and heuristic algorithm are provided to solve the problem. The optimal model and corresponding algorithms were evaluated through a numerical example on the multimodal logistics service network design. The comparisons of the performance of the two algorithms are also analyzed. The results of numerical experiments indicate that the GA is more effective than the heuristic algorithm. Meanwhile, the following new insights and important findings are obtained from the numerical experiments:

\(1\) Different service time windows of customers significantly affect the logistics service network design, such as transport and transfer mode selections. A difficult time window limitation must specifically use a rapidly combined transportation service to decrease the transfer between the different transport modes in various cities with different transfer times and costs, which significantly influence the best route selection in the multimodal logistics service network.

\(2\) The transfer among different transport modes in different transfer nodes results in different transfer times and costs, which significantly influence the optimal selection of transfer nodes and transport modes in the multimodal logistics service network.

\(3\) The introduced CO~2~ emission taxes change the structure of the logistics service network, which aids in encouraging logistics users to switch to enhanced green logistics service paths using the corresponding combined transport modes.

\(4\) The transport mode combinations can be switched to an enhanced green combination with the increase in the value of logistics service time windows to obtain additional savings of CO~2~ emissions.

Limitations for further research were also identified. First, case studies on large and realistic logistics networks are necessary to further justify the findings of the present work and the performance of the proposed model, although the numerical results presented in this paper contain possible logical explanations. Second, the model can be extended as a robust model for addressing the multimodal logistics network design with uncertainty in the demand sides and the multi-period logistics network design and logistics service pricing problems.

Supporting information {#sec018}
======================

###### Details of input parameters of test instances.

(S1-Appendixes.docx).

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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